
South Eastern Livestock Exchange 

 
 

SELX Market Report 

Prime Sheep & Lamb – 11 August 2021 
 

Total Yarding: 9647 

Lamb numbers eased and the quality was fair to 
good. Only a few new season lambs were penned 
and most of the lambs were older heavy weights. 
Trade lambs were in reasonable numbers as were 
extra heavy weights, while Merino lambs were 
back in both numbers and quality. The market 
sold to a cheaper trend.  

New season trade lambs sold from $186 to $215 
and heavy weights reached a top of $258/head. 
Restockers paid from $111 to $204/head for the 
better end of the lambs.  

Old 2 score processing lambs made from $126 to 
$166/head with a little more restocking activity. 
Trade lambs to 24kg were $6 to $10 cheaper, 
selling from $185 to $215, while the 24 to 26kg 
lambs dropped $7, selling from $206 to 
$249/head. Heavy 26 to 30kg lambs remained 
firm with larger runs of short skinned lambs 
selling from $213 to $266/head, averaging 
880c/kg cwt. Extra heavy weights reached 
$340/head. Merino trade weights sold firm from 
$156 to $178 and heavy lambs reached 
$250/head.  

Mutton numbers were back and the quality was 
good. Medium and heavy sheep were well 
supplied and prices were firm on the light and 
medium weights and $6/head cheaper on the 
heavy mutton. Medium weight ewes sold from 
$112 to $162 and heavy crossbred ewes made 
from $180 to $248/head. Merino ewes reached 
$214/head. 
  

 

 

Upcoming Sales at SELX 

Prime Sheep & Lambs 
Every Wednesday, 11am  

Prime Cattle 
Every Thursday, 8am  

Special Store Cattle 
Friday 27 August, 10am 

Category Qty T/A $ / Hd 

Suckers XB 1429 
Top 258.20 
Ave 149.84 

Lambs 
Merino 

1664 
Top 250.00 
Ave 163.23 

Lambs XB 3576 
Top 340.20 
Ave 200.08 

Hoggets XB 164 
Top 222.00 
Ave 192.56 

Wethers 
Merino 

417 
Top 210.00 
Ave 151.21 

Ewes XB 582 
Top 248.00 
Ave 195.37 

Ewes 
Merino 

1062 
Top 214.00 
Ave 165.70 

Market Report: MLA's National Livestock Reporting Service. CLICK HERE for full MLA report. 

 

https://www.mla.com.au/CustomControls/PaymentGateway/Viewfile.aspx?id=11098
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